Figurative language such as irony, sarcasm, and metaphor is considered a significant challenge in sentiment analysis. These figurative devices can sculpt the affect of an utterance and test the limits of sentiment analysis of supposedly literal texts. We explore the effect of figurative language on sentiment analysis. We incorporate the figurative language indicators into the sentiment analysis process and compare the results with and without the additional information about them. We evaluate on the SemEval-2015 Task 11 data and outperform the first team with our convolutional neural network model and additional training data in terms of mean squared error and we follow closely behind the first place in terms of cosine similarity.
Introduction
Recently there have been several experiments with sarcasm detection e.g. (Ptáček et al., 2014; Ghosh and Veale, 2016; Zhang et al., 2016; Poria et al., 2016) . Although these works succeeded in their goal to detect variations of sarcasm, one final step is still missing -the evaluation of sentiment analysis with and without additional sarcasm indicators. There have been attempts at investigating the impact of sarcasm on sentiment analysis (Maynard and Greenwood, 2014) or thorough analysis of hashtags indicating sarcastic tweets (Sulis et al., 2016) . However, the impact of figurative language (including sarcasm) on sentiment analysis has not yet been studied in depth.
Our goal is to explore the effect of figurative language (e.g. sarcasm) on sentiment analysis. We incorporate the figurative language indicators into the sentiment analysis process and compare the results with and without the additional information about them. We use additional dataset to examine the results achieved with extra training data.
Related Work

Sarcasm Detection
Maynard and Greenwood (2014) performed experiments with a rule based approach to sarcasm detection and sentiment analysis. They manually annotated 266 sentences from 134 collected tweets. Their corpus contains 68 opinionated sentences (62 negative, 6 positive), out of these 61 were deemed to be sarcastic. Their regular sentiment polarity analyser achieved 0.27 accuracy while the sentiment polarity analyser considering sarcasm achieved 0.77 accuracy using handcrafted rules and lexicons. However this dataset is imbalanced and very small to draw any conclusions.
Second experiment measured the accuracy of sarcasm and polarity detection. The corpus consists of 400 tweets (91 sarcastic sentences). Regrettably, the previous regular vs. sarcasm analyser comparison exploring the impact of sarcasm on polarity detection is not included. They only measured the performance of the sarcastic analyser.
The detection of sarcasm in Czech and English was done by Ptáček et al. (2014) . They created large Czech Twitter corpus consisting of 7k manually-labeled tweets and provide it to the community along with the automatically-labeled English balanced (50k sarcastic, 50k normal tweets) and imbalanced corpora (25k sarcastic, 75k normal tweets). They evaluated two classifiers with various combinations of features on each dataset achieving F1 score of 0.947 and 0.924 on the balanced and imbalanced datasets, respectively and F1 score 0.582 on the Czech imbalanced dataset.
SemEval Workshop
SemEval-2015 Task 10B (Rosenthal et al., 2015) Sentiment analysis in Twitter is a re-run of previous years (SemEval-2013 Task 2 and SemEval-2014 Task 9). The goal of this task is to classify Twitter messages (tweets) into positive, negative, or neutral sentiment classes. Teams evaluate their results on five datasets from previous years and on two new datasets. Astudillo et al. (2015) treat sentiment analysis as a regression problem which allows more finegrained sentiment assessment. They model tweets using word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) or GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) embeddings that are averaged or summed over the given tweet. A regression model is than trained on the resulting representations. This model achieved the fourth place.
The goal of SemEval-2015 Task 11 was to perform fine-grained sentiment analysis over texts containing figurative language. Ghosh et al. (2015) have created a dataset of figurative tweets using Twitter4j API and a set of hashtag queries (#sarcasm, #sarcastic, #irony and words such as figuratively). The dataset has been annotated for sentiment analysis on a fine-grained 11-point scale (-5 to 5, including 0). Evaluation measures for this task were mean squared error (MSE) and cosine similarity, both with penalization for not giving scores for all tweets.
CLaC (Özdemir and Bergler, 2015b) presented the best result for SemEval-2015 Task 11 using decision tree regression M5P (Wang and Witten, 1997) . They combined various lexicons with negation and modality scopes. They also participated in SemEval-2015 Task 10B achieving ninth place.Özdemir and Bergler (2015a) performed a comprehensive ablation study of features.
CPH (McGillion et al., 2015) 1 and PRHLT (Gupta and Gómez, 2015) 2 teams did not use lexicons and therefore provide comparable baselines to our models, which also do not use lexicons. Sulis et al. (2016) analyse the corpus from Semeval-2015 Task 11 in terms of hashtags (#irony, #sarcasm, and #not) and confirm that messages using figurative language mostly express a negative sentiment. They experimented with 1 They used ensemble methods and ridge regression. 2 They used ensembles of extremely random trees with character n-grams. binary classification (separation) of tweets with these hashtags.
Neural Networks
A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture for sentence classification is proposed in (Kim, 2014) . The network uses several convolutional kernel sizes simultaneously. It utilizes pretrained word2vec embeddings. The approach was tested on several tasks including sentiment analysis. It proved state-of-the-art results on the Stanford sentiment treebank (Socher et al., 2013) both for binary and five-level sentiment classification. Best results are obtained using pre-trained embeddings for initialization of the embedding layer.
A neural network model for sarcasm detection is proposed in (Ghosh and Veale, 2016) . The model is composed from a CNN followed by a long short term memory (LSTM) network. First a CNN is applied to the input. LSTM is then applied directly on the output of the convolutional layer. Output of the LSTM is fed to a fully connected layer and a softmax layer determines the class. F-score of 0.92 is achieved on their dataset containing 39k tweets.
Another approach is presented in (Zhang et al., 2016) . A deep neural network is used for tweet sarcasm detection. The network has two components for local and contextual (history) tweets. The local one is a bi-directional gated recurrent unit that extracts dense real-valued output. The other component applies a pooling layer directly to the word embeddings for words in the contextual tweets and maps it to a fixed length vector. A hidden layer then combines these two components and is followed by a softmax layer. Embeddings are initialized using GloVe. Results are compared with manually created features.
CNNs are utilized for feature extraction in (Poria et al., 2016) . Sentiment, emotion, and personality features are utilized for sarcasm detection. CNN models are separately trained on datasets corresponding to the three types of features. The three CNNs are then merged. The final classification is done either using a support vector machines classifier or another CNN which uses the merged features as a static channel and connects it to the penultimate layer before the softmax layer. 
Datasets
We use the dataset from SemEval-2015 Task 11 (Ghosh et al., 2015) for training and evaluation. Table 1 shows the mean polarity and the original estimated tweet distributions 3 . The category type labels refer to the authors' expectations of tweet category types in each segment of the dataset. To ensure the validity of the task, the authors added the category other to the test dataset. Table 2 contains the same statistics for our collected datasets 4 . We separated data into the category types by using the harvesting criteria for the datasets' collection (e.g. the #irony hashtag) 5 . Table 3 shows the detailed sentiment polarity distributions. The training data were provided with rounded integer values and floating point values. However when we rounded the real-valued scores we got different counts for individual polarity values. This issue corresponds to the Train data columns int and rounded. In our experiments we use rounded values wherever it is possible.
To compensate for the missing other category in the training data of SemEval-2015 Task 11, we use the dataset from SemEval-2015 Task 10B (Rosenthal et al., 2015) as additional training data. We were able to download approximately 75.7% of the training data and 78.6% of the test data (see Table 4 ).
For the SemEval-2015 Task 10B we evaluate on the test data and the sarcasm dataset 6 from the same task in SemEval-2014.
Convolutional Neural Network
The architecture of the proposed CNN is depicted in Figure 1 . We use similar architecture to the one proposed by Lenc and Král (2017) . The input layer of the network receives a sequence of word indices from a dictionary. The input vector must be of a fixed length. We solve this issue by padding the input sequence to the maximum tweet length denoted M . A special "PADDING" token is used for this purpose. The embedding layer maps the word indices to the real-valued embedding vectors of length L. The convolutional layer consists of N C kernels containing k × 1 units and uses rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function. The convolutioanl layer is followed by a max-pooling layer and dropout for regularization. The max-pooling layer takes maxima from patches with dimensions (M − k + 1) × 1. The output of the max-pooling layer is fed into a fully-connected layer. The fully connected layer is optionally concatenated with the additional category-type-binary-input Value Test Train (int) Train (rounded) Trial orig. Trial downl.
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In our experimental setup we use the embedding dimension L = 300 and N C = 40 convolutional kernels with 5 × 1 units. The penultimate fullyconnected layer contains 256 neurons connected with the optional category-type-binary input with 4 neurons. We train the network using adaptive moment estimation optimization algorithm (Kingma and Ba, 2014) . Mean square error is used as loss function.
Experiments
We perform regression experiments on the 11-point scale (-5, .., 0, .., 5) for the SemEval-2015 task 11 and classification into positive, negative, and neutral classes for SemEval-2015 task 10B.
Preprocessing
The same preprocessing has been done for all datasets. We use UDPipe (Straka et al., 2016) with English Universal Dependencies 1.2 models for POS tagging and lemmatization. Tokenization has been done by TweetNLP tokenizer (Owoputi et al., 2013) . Preliminary experiments have shown that lower-casing the data achieves slightly better re-sults, thus all the experiments are performed with lower-cased data. We further replace all user mentions with the token "@USER" and all links with the token "$LINK".
Regression
Regression has been done using CNN (Section 4) and Weka 3.6.6 (Hall et al., 2009 ) with the M5P decision tree regression. We use the SemEval-2015 task 11 scorer to evaluate our results. Used features are unigrams with more than two occurrences. We map the additional training data from SemEval-2015 task 10B (-1 negative, 0 neutral, 1 positive) to the 11-point scale by using multiplier 4 (-4 negative, 0 neutral, 4 positive). This corresponds to our intuition that the positive and negative class should contain strong polarity values.
We incorporate the figurative language indicators into the sentiment analysis process and compare the results with and without the additional information about them. We use additional dataset to examine the results achieved with extra training data and to compensate for the missing other category in the training data.
First we use the preprocessed dataset. Then we remove the category types harvesting criteria (e.g. the #irony hashtag) from the entire dataset. Finally we add binary features indicating category types to the second experiment. Table 5 shows the regression results, where system description "-nohash" indicates removing the category types and "-nohash + #" signifies the same plus binary features indicating category types. 7 Removing the category type indicators deteriorates the results for most cases, except for the category Metaphor without additional training data, where the results are actually better. We believe this is due to the removal of words that results in less uncertainty for the model. A similar case is the CNN model for Irony without additional training data.
Restoration of the category types using binary features again improves the results in most cases, with the exception of the category Metaphor. This suggests that figurative language does matter and information about the given figurative language helps improve sentiment analysis.
Metaphor seems to be very hard to correctly as-7 Note that the category results are not directly comparable to the SemEval-2015 task 11 results. sign sentiment polarity. We believe this is caused by the datasets' composition, because the training dataset does not contain the category Other, thus the tweets that do not belong into the Irony or Sarcasm categories must belong to the Metaphor category. This claim presumes that the Other category is not present in the training dataset. We believe this is the reason why the Metaphor category is suffering in the "-nohash + #" setting. Moreover, tweets from training data in this category such as "@USER we're the proverbial frog getting slowly boiled in the pot of water." may not contain words that can be removed as figurative language indicators.
Additional training data directly improves results for Metaphor and Other, however the results for Sarcasm and Irony are worse. This effect is diminished in the "-nohash + #" setting. The results for the "-nohash" setting are consistently worse for all category types.
The best results are achieved with additional training data and basic setting with best results for the category types Metaphor and Other, which confirms the claim by Ghosh et al. (2015) i.e. there is a strong correlation between the overall performance and performance on the category Metaphor and Other.
Regardless of the categories, the Overall column in Table 5 is directly comparable to the SemEval-2015 Task 11 results. We can see that removing the figurative language indicators always deteriorates the results and their restoration by the binary figurative language features again improves the results for all cases. This supports our hypothesis that figurative language affects sentiment analysis.
Classification
The classification experiment in Table 6 was performed using the maximum entropy classifier (MaxEnt) from Brainy (Konkol, 2014) . This experiment shows that even small in-domain (sarcasm) training data can help improve results. Used features are unigrams and bigrams with more than five occurrences. We train the maximum entropy classifier on the SemEval-2015 Task 10B training data (Twitter2013-train cleansed) and test on Twitter2015-test data and the Twitter2014-sarcasm data.
The F1 score for test data changes just slightly with additional training data (tweets containing 
Conclusion
In this article we have shown that figurative language can affect sentiment analysis. In our regression experiments removing the figurative language indicators deteriorates the results and their 8 We mark tweets as positive for polarity ≥ 1 and negative for polarity ≤ −1.
restoration by the binary figurative language features again improves the results on the whole dataset. The classification experiment shows that even small in-domain (sarcasm) training data can help improve results.
Our approach is simple without fine-tuned features and lexicons. We only use extra training data, which was allowed for this task. In the SemEval-2015 Task 11 we would have ranked first with CNN and additional training data in terms of MSE and second in terms of Cosine similarity. Our CNN model without additional training data would have achieved the fourth place in terms of MSE and the seventh place in terms of Cosine similarity.
In the future, we plan to create a dataset with explicitly marked categories for figurative language in both training and test data. Then we will repeat all experiments on this new dataset and compare the results.
